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An accurate three-dimensional sirrulation program or devices has been de-

veloped by extending MINIMOS (vers. 4) in 3D. TIle physical model is based on the 'hot-
electron-transport model', which includes the Poissoii equation, the continuity equations
and a selfconsistent set of equations for the currents, mohilities a id carrier temperatures.
The standard finite difference (liscretization arid the SOfR (successive over relaxation)
method are utilized to reduce computationial time and memory requirements. Adaptive
grid refinement is used to equidistribute tIe discretization errors. Thiree-dimensional
effects like threshold shift for small chiannel devices, channel narrowing and the accumui-
lation of carriers at the channel edge have been successfully modeled. Our comparison of
several MOSFET's make clear that three--dimei sional calculations are most important
for accurate device modeling.

I Introduct'ion

The shrinking dimensions of the elements of IC's

require for accurate simulation suitable device models
in physics and mathematics. The two-dimensionial de-
vice simulations performed in eailier times described

the electrical characteristics for latge transistors Nvell
but the advanced VLSI technology led to serious prob-
lems in modeling such devices and therefore a great
demand appeared for 3D simulations.

The three-dimensional effects in MOSFETs like tihe
increasing threshold voltage and the shift of the break-
down voltage caused by the finite channel width are
not taken into account by the two-dimensional. simxi-
lations 1]; the 2D programs are meanwhile sdate of thle
art. Accurate investigations of the previously s:tated
effects and the knoxvledge of incresed current densities
under certain bias conditions at the chiannrel edge are

important not oinly for studying tli electrical device
characteristics but also for aginig effect 2, KiJA .Zl her -

fore we have extended the two-dirriensonal MiNIMOS
to a three-dimensional sii ulation prograrrm. A realistic.
physical model and suitable mathemiatical aIgoritlh ns

have been (leve'loped to simulate the previol sly stated

three-dimensional effects.
We shall report in Chapter 2 about the physics and

the mathematics on which the simulations are based.
The results of our simulations carried ouLt by

3D MINIMOS are reported in Chapter 3 andS w be
discussed there, too. We shall show that the three-
dimensional simulations are indispensab)le for the a I-
vance from VLSI- to ULSI technology.

2 The Physilcal Model and the
Mathematical Algorithms for
the Three-Di'mensional Sim-
ulat'ion

The physical model for the simulation prograrm is
given by the Poisson and the continuity equations and
the drift-diffusions model for the carrier current den-
sities.

div grad V1 -(i7n- p -. C)

div Jn - qR

(1)

(2)

div JP = --gR (3)

Jn -q[Ln (n grad ' - grad (Ut, nt))

J.p - p(p gr ad + grad ((Jti,P))

(4)

(5)

The Poisson equation (1) will always be solved i't lly
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three-dimensionally; the continuity equations (2) aLnd
(3) at the first level of sophisticationi are solved two-

dimensionally in the middle of the channel width. The
carrier distribution in the whole volume will be calcu-
lated by the assumption of negligible current flow in
the third direction J p 0. Assuming the va-
lidity of Boltzr ianii statistics the previous statenenlt
is equal to constant quasi Fermi levels in the direction
of the channel width

ThpTi _ ___)~~~~0
So we can write

Pzy,z Px <c exp(-h (' .I -- :]i;)) (K)
''

P(

SJ '6 -

Pfl*z(+-(t

The index w denotes th middle of the chaninel width.
The second level of sophistication is obtained by as-

suming negligible current flow in the tlhird dimensioi
for the majorities and solving the continuity equation
for the minjorities fully three-dimnensionally.

The third level is the fully three-dimensional solu-

tion of the continuity equations for both the minorities
and the majorities.

For solving the previously specified set of equa-
tions we apply for discretization the standard hnite
difference method. The grid generation will be per-
formed by an automatic mesh relinement algorithim
which equidistributes the discretization error.

The linearized equations are essentially solved with
an iterative algorithm. In our case we apply the SOR
(Successive Over relaxation method. The general
iterative algorithm:

Bx (n-l) = (B A) jn) -ib

is solIved with the matrix B (%D--I). 1D is the diag-
onal part of A which is transformed to the unity matrix

while L is the lower triangular part of A. Witlh respect
to the special linearization method one unknowii re-

duces to:

I+ XI + )u(b
(n+1) (na1)xz a' -i :Et_ NX zNX,--

-X aNX1.-iNXY NXY
(n) (n)

Xt a+a4- NXNa±N+NX
(n)-XI.+NXYy at'---XYf)

(8)

in which i L. NX NY ZN ( NX points in

x-direction, NY points in y-directioni ar d NZ points
in r-direction).

The advantage of this metliod is giver b the smiiall

amount of memory requirement, preconditioni work
and relatively fast convergency,as well. Through an

adaptive determination algorithm for the optimrnum-n re-

laxation factor w we use only a moderate amount of

CPU time 151 The systemn of the coupled nonlinear
difference equations are solved with Cummel's itera-
tive method.

3 The Numerical Results and
D'iscussion

With the previously givei phiysical iocdel a three-
dimensional MOSFET sirnulation prog-ram has been

developed. We have investiga ted several N40SFEITlls
with this program, two of the investigated d evices are

presented in comparison and thle resuulls discLssed.
Both investigated devices are of the same eoie t-

rical shape and dimensions (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) except
the channel lengths which are 5 a> and 1ign For of
device 1 and 2respectively. The channel widths are
1gm ,the gate oxide thickness 15nim, the substrate
doping 2 1016cm-3 and the source/drain doping 1 .69
1020cm-3. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 the field oxide -which
limites the channel in the third di nension, can be seco
at the backside of the MOS model. The contacts of
source and drain which are left and riglht in the rigures
I and 2, extend over the chainnel width, whereas tfie
gate contact coters the chiannel arid the held oxide.
The shape of the feld oxide in our case is approxi-
mated by a rectanguIar geometrr.

The potential distributioni at the h)ias confditionl
UDS 2.OV, UBS 0.0 and U,4 .-0 ' callne

seen in Fig. 3 aiid Fig. 4. fhe thresholcI voltages
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Fig 1: Perspective view of the three-dimensionalI MOS-

FET structure with channel length of 5gm and
channel width of 1gm.
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Fig.3: 3D-plot showing a deta-iled view of the sur-face

potential at the channel edge along the channel

length for device I at bia sLID:' UR
O0OV, U(,S> 3O
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Fig.2: Perspective view of the three-dimensionial MOS-
FET structure with channel length of I en and
channel width of 1Am.
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Pig-4: 3D-plot showing a detailed view, of' thc surface

potential at the chaninel edge a-lonig the chaninel

length for device 2 at bias UL,~ -- 20701, UpB
0.0V,U =30
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Fig5: 3D-plot showinlg a detailcd view of the ninority
density at the cha nniel edge- along the cba.nnil
length for device 1 at bia: 1L)s -- 2.0',
OOV, Uc z30V,
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Fig.6: 3D-plot showing a detailed view of the ai-iority
density at the chaninel edge alonig tie channel
length for device 2 at bias fiS 2OV, Lp;
0O.V,Us 3.)V .
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are Uth 0.74V and Uth 0.62V for device 1 and

2, respectively. That means that we are Far above

threshold. Note the strong increase of the potential in
the field oxide. L he minority (electron) distributions

(Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), show a very interesting effect. The

carrier densities in the short channel MOSFET (device
2) is much higher compared to that oF the iong channrel
N4OSFET (device 1.). Trhe accumulatioii of the ininori-
Lies at t e channel edge at the given bias conditioii is

based on the limitationi of the channel width and the

high potential in the oxide region. In the subthresh-
old regioni this effect will change inito its opposite. TrIhe
currents calculated by two-dimenioial siinjulatiotns at

the previously described bias conditions will bhe 'uich
smaller compared to that of three-dirriensioiial simiu-
lations. These effects increase with slirirkili (levice
dimensions. Both short and small chaninel devices will
be very sensitive on geomnetrical chianges in respect to
their electrical characteristics. Especially we expect
that the increase of nriinorities at the chaniinel edge in-
fluences tie reliability and safety o devices.

Not onIly the previously discussed effects but also
other three-dimensoioal effects like the shift of the
threshold voltage anid thie increased breakdown volt-
age at small channel MOS ET,s have been simnulated
witi our program. All these effects are knowni fromii
theory and fro 'n pr-ctical measurermienit but not satis-
factorily mnodeled until now.
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